Imagine you are in a room. On an exceptional day you might find it pristine, beaming institutional polish, with shelves of vials and test tubes arranged in rows. The likelihood, though, is that it's a complete mess. This is our laboratory. In it you will find a gaggle of researchers, each pursuing hunches and causing miniature explosions. This is three of us writing. More are missing than are present.
1
On Contracts
This is Alex. I've directed most of Zuppa's shows and, as director, I steer the creative process. It's my responsibility to set tasks, make decisions about a show's shape, and respond to other people's proposals. The contract between us is something like this: let's establish conditions in which we can be surprised by one another. When it feels like a job, something is wrong. When we discover something unquantifiable and anarchic, we strive to preserve it. This is a time in which tacit contracts are being renegotiated: consider, for example, the changing landscape of mass communication, and the intensity of conversation about identity in the public sphere. 2 The same currents animate theatre practice: we are compelled to consider whose stories are told and who tells them; also at stake is the how. In order to best engage with one another, is it necessary to accept received notions of 'liveness,' say, or dramatic tension? To what extent are binaries like performer/spectator, irony/sincerity, drama/ritual, or character/actor useful? There are probably no definitive answers, but such questions are often on my mind-most recently as director of Zuppa's Pop-Up Love Party and The Archive of Missing Things. The two pieces contrast starkly, but both invite audiences to participate as players, and both envision a theatre that privileges acts of collective contemplation over emotional catharsis.
3 Pop-Up Love Party summons the ghost of Plato, whose critique of theatre focuses on its general tendency toward the opposite. 4 The show, for restaurants and bars, openly mimics Plato's Symposium (a.k.a. "The Drinking Party") and attempts to create-within Plato's own dramatic structureexperiences that are simultaneously visceral and intellectual. Actors give extended toasts in praise of eros, adapting (often surprising) 2500-year-old arguments to accommodate their own experiences and beliefs. While this happens, audience members eat a series of snacks, designed by a Michelin-starred chef to translate for five senses the concepts being aired.
5 Intermittently, they participate in the performance-sharing embarrassing personal stories, testifying in a kangaroo court, and doing kegel exercises.
We've performed Pop-Up Love Party off and on since 2014, in Canada and the UK. Our arrangement with presenters is that only ticket-holders are admitted to the venue for the two-hour run. Nonetheless, there's always a level of chaos as we encourage people to flag down servers (who take orders throughout the show), to drink, and to go to the bathroom when they please. They sit at bar tables together; they flirt; and sometimes they chat and ignore us completely. Occasionally someone gets belligerent. In a way, the ambient threat of derailment underpins the show (the main action of Symposium concludes with the arrival of drunken partiers). The work feels most successful when, in the face of this risk, a It would be wrong to give the impression of an uphill struggle; the experiment is controlled: each of the actors has a headset microphone, and sound designer Brian Riley is in the room, mixing Stewart Legere's musical score to lift the performance above the din of the venue. The din must never dominate, but it is essential to the experience, just as touring the show requires embracing each venue's architecture and layout. The actors move around the space, as if performing in a deconstructed cabaret without a stage.
Just as the venue is intrinsic to the experience, the show has always been something that happens with, rather than for, an audience. One question, as we worked on the piece to follow PopUp Love Party, was whether we could further minimize our imposition on a space, and on the movement of audience attention.
The Archive of Missing Things premiered at Dalhousie University's Killam Library in May 2017. 6 I've been calling it an ambient drama, insofar as its live action unfolds discreetly within an environment and-unlike Pop-Up Love Party-is not the primary focus. The show is overtly a game: audience members sit at tables in a public library, equipped with tablet computers and headsets. Brian Riley's sound design 7 is the only through-line that audience members universally experience. Their screens are portals to an online registry, in which lost objects from various eras and civilizations are given serial numbers and stories.
8 Audience members choose which objects to read about and, as in a Choose-Your-Own-Adventure book, multiple options branch off from any given thread. All of the Archive's hundreds of threads contain echoes-however faint-of a past trauma, central to the story of the Archive's mysterious (fictional) founders: a father and daughter called Ezekiel and Beatrice Mason. The Mason story touches upon histories and intellectual currents of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and culminates in revelations about the foundational trauma from which the Archive was born. Known as "the Heart of the Archive," this entry is the centre of the maze-like online narrative. The live performance serves to augment the online hunt. Snippets of conversation from elsewhere in the library are periodically heard through the headsets, and the musings of the speakers (actors) help to illuminate the correct path to the maze's centre. Audience members are assured that there is always a clue somewhere in the space around them. For example, a person might walk past a table holding an unusual object-this could be a clue. On the other hand, it might just be one of many things happening in the library, totally independent of the performance. In this way, the spontaneous life of the environment becomes intrinsic to the audience experience. The sleuthing audience member registers the subtle choreography of everyday life, which frequently resonates-coincidentally-with the Archive's content.
The Archive of Missing Things began when Kate Cayley approached Zuppa with a proposal to collaborate. My fellow artistic directors and I have long admired her writing, and were particularly excited by the thought of foregrounding it in a way that differed from the typical engagement of a writer to generate a script. It quickly got out of hand, and we found ourselves creating both a script and an online labyrinth that would require-by its sheer scale-multiple authors. As the process evolved, Kate and I became primarily responsible for the online archive's content. Kate served as the lead writer and editor-in-chief.
The Archive
This is Kate.
There's something to be said for treading warily, uncertain of the way. The notion of intention, though, pervades artistic creation, perhaps because it is difficult to discuss the shape of a work without assuming intention on the part of the creator. It may not be the best way of understanding creation, but is the most readily accessible. An artist or a group of artists set out to create a work "about" a set of themes, and once those are determined, a series of steps are taken toward the goal of articulating what was, in a sense, already known at the outset. This is a handy formulation because it reflects well on the creator while retaining an air of modesty, as though an artist were a technician with a pedagogic bent, at once superior (the one who knows) and banal (just executing a function with skill). In my experience, creation (while of course requiring learned technique) is much more haphazard than that, a series of blunders, evasions, tentative missteps and sudden leaps, something which comes about through dumb luck and failure as much as through method. There are downsides to this: working from hunches and mistakes is time-consuming and plagued by both self-doubt and arrogance. I think of making theatre as standing very still in a room, trying to listen to something moving inside the walls. This image could be seen as a kind of romantic folly, as though there were a quasi-mystical slant to making; it could also have almost an ethical cast, in which the creators are as muddled and lost and fragmented as the world with which they converse, speaking with sincerity and panache, but not with authority.
The Archive happened more or less by accident. We had converged to work together for four weeks to begin creation on a show, but the show had no real bones as yet, having grown out of my desire to write something for this particular company, rather than a story we all wanted to tell. We thrashed around, picking things up and dropping them again, working with folk tales, ghost stories, vague scenarios involving threat and darkness and lost children (with one exception, every collaborator had young children; this became our common thread). We blundered. Then, one day, I was noodling on the computer in rehearsal, thinking about archives, curiosities, extinction patterns, and the past. And there they were. Beatrice and Ezekiel Mason, with their archive of longing and loss and human obsolescence. It was something grabbed out of the air. A short biography of these two imaginary people (who had no relationship to anything we had made thus far), and four entries in the Archive (none of which made it into the final work). After that, it took on its own life. This may, again, be a bit too obscure, besides not giving proper credit. I handed it over to Alex as the director, and to the company, and they made it into something more sprawling, more ambitious, and stranger than anything I could have made from my own intentions. It is fanciful, but in keeping with the work, I feel like the Archive became a thing with will, that we followed. It may be less fanciful to say that any effort involving more than one person takes on a life that is unexpected, plural, and irreducible to component parts.
Trust
This is Stewart. This is my tenth year working with Zuppa, and this includes devising, performing and, in recent years, composing music.
When we invite an audience into an unconventional experience (a restaurant or bar, a library, or archive) it is incumbent upon us to treat them as guests, and to demonstrate that they are cared for, while guiding their engagement with the performance. Theatres hold a lot of behavioural cues (sit here, look here, ignore this, focus on this, etc.), while a restaurant or library has its own. Some of these inherited conventions are useful for the experience we are crafting, but some require some massaging.
Our use of music is crucial to this process. For a composer, Pop-Up Love Party and The Archive of Missing Things required substantially different approaches. The latter is a performance that hovers somewhere between the visible and invisible. It was my task to question how interesting, how moving, how evocative the music could be without drawing attention to itself. How can it be like a breeze on which everything is carried, without carrying everything away? How can each piece be distinct without seeming to have a beginning and end? I had to be restrained and let go of the desire to be noticed. Except for one very specific moment, the music is not performed-rather, it is woven into Brian Riley's sound design.
Pop-Up is a celebration. The preshow music is like what you might play as party guests arrive at your home: upbeat and loud enough to set a tone, but not so loud as to discourage conversation. In general, the music was written to be noticed, enjoyed, and to complement the action. There are choreographed dances, which respond to the music. There are songs sung.
While it's easy for me to describe our use of music, it's strange to discuss the performer/audience relationship without Ben and Sue, 10 because the contract is less like a document, and more like a series of interconnected agreements. These agreements haveover many years-more or less coalesced into a familiar, codified set of behaviours. They vary with every piece, but in a way they reflect general principles: play, be generous, offer, receive and push as far and often as you can-though only insofar as it does not infringe upon your colleagues' ability to do so. Though we have different tasks in each show, our common goal is to create a room that is unlike any other; to invite people into it, hold space for an unexpected experience, and to be all together. Our common goal is to create a room that is unlike any other; to invite people into it, hold space for an unexpected experience, and to be all together. ctr 173 winter 2018
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As performers in Pop-Up Love Party we are in the space hours before an audience arrives-much as we would be in our own homes before a dinner party, setting tables, placing candles, making sure the lighting is just right. We consider how easy it will be for our guests to get drinks, food, reach the bathrooms, etc. We think about the flow of the evening: I'll sit here, you sit there; let's make sure we're always available to our guests, if they should need us. All of this is (often) carried out with a glass of wine in hand.
The guests arrive and we greet them as we would in our homes-all to discourage the illusion that we are playing characters, or establishing a stark separation between us. At the same time, we are clearly mic'ed, and are confidently steering the guests in the direction we wish them to go. Still, it is me, Stewart, welcoming you. It is Sue; it is Ben. If you can trust us right away, you will likely be more inclined to follow our subsequent outbursts and meditations. Performing Pop-Up Love Party is a tightrope walk of spontaneity, precision, calm, and chaos. While the content is crafted and considered down to the word and movement, the experience and relationship is never the same.
The Archive of Missing Things is a new show, and our agreement with the audience is still evolving. At the moment, it's something resembling a high-functioning long-distance relationship. In the premiere run, I spent the bulk of the show in the library's atrium, my words travelling as radio waves into the headsets of people sitting above and around me. I could see the glow of audience tablets, and they could see me through the windows adjacent to their tables, but we never came face to face.
Not even a curtain call disturbs the sense of a secret happening that pervades the performance. Because so much of the experience has to do with navigating the online environment, as actors we have to practice a non-attachment in our playing. If the experience of a traditional play were a pyramid with performers and performances at the top, Archive is more like a sprawling bungalow: everything is low to the ground; no piece is towering over another. The writing, composition, and design are the foundations, and underneath-in the basement-is The Archive itself, with tunnels, circular hallways, and secret passageways. It is a game with many components, and as performers we must trust that our "liveness" is critical but not central to the experience. The audience is aware of us in bits and pieces. For me, at least, this is an exercise in gentleness. Be too pushy, and every other element suffers.
The Theatre Vanishes
This is Alex.
These recent experiments are part of an attempt to locate, in new (or newish) forms, possibilities for uniquely meaningful experiences. 
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Our movement toward ambient drama is along one of the paths that appear when we relax (but not relinquish) our expectations of an obligatory focus in an immersive performance environment. We work hard to shape the experience, of course, but within adjusted parameters. Were we to follow the experiment to its logical conclusion, though, where might everything land?
There are uncomfortable possibilities to consider. It is certainly the case that, while exhibiting the gloss of liberation, the unmoored audience member is an easy target of the upsell. In Pop-Up Love Party, our host venues get the proceeds from drink sales in lieu of rent. It isn't hard to imagine, though, how we could cynically develop 'in-performance purchases' into a lucrative revenue stream. Soon enough, just as any immersive performance could be bait to lure consumers to market, an ambient drama could be the equivalent of ambient music in a mall. Could it be that an accomplishment of the modern theatre was its creation of space-however slight and temporary-free of commerce? Or was this never more than an illusion, concealing the complex interactions and interests of state funders, private donors, corporate sponsors, and the social classes for whom the status quo was a desirable state of affairs?
It may also be that an increasingly fluid spectator experience accompanies the increasingly fluid relationship between public and private spheres. Selfies and status updates project an image of the private life into the public domain. Sexual life, once almost exclusively enacted in private, now finds abundant, hyper-aestheticized expression in porn. Political opinion is increasingly linked to the accumulation of followers on social media. As ordinary life becomes more overtly performed, is it too easy to drift toward the idea of a less passive audience member? Should this be resisted or embraced? At what point in artistic matters is it best to just follow your instincts? The notion of intention, after all, is slippery.
Let's not be too dramatic. These questions are part of a lengthy process of renegotiation. As always, theatre is reinventing itself to suit the contexts in which it takes place. It will be fine. We, on the other hand, will keep trying to be generous with our offers and questions. Do we like where we are going? Do we miss where we were? Might the theatrical completely dissolve into the ordinary? Into something else?
If so, what?
Notes
